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Dear Jim: 

From a tiny paragraph or two in the New York Times I read 
that you were in CincAnnati in oral argument for 75 minutes and 
I know you must pretty well worn out from that. 

Nothing happens here of note. Recently through agitation.  
I was able to appear on the local CBS' station to refute the 
November programs, but the whole thing was a charade and absolutely 
stupid. It was late at night, the entire staff of local TV 
stations are in a category of stupddity that I hesitate to 
even assign--dumb dumb dumb. But I made a point or two. 

Recently as I mentioned to HW the Abzug committee sent 
me a note asking for anything I had on the Warren Commission 
Records in the way of articles etc. I had written to ask for 
copies of committee prints to assist "my scholarly studies." 
I replied by sending the Capttal Times stuff which I thought 
could not hea= hurt since it merely repeats what you and HW 
had already told them in far greater detail and with much more 
insight and gave a two paragraph statement on how valuable the 
freedom of information act was. They appear to be without 
direction, a kind of drift toward a solution and there seems to 
be none short of facing what is what and that is terrible. 

I just read Goulden's book on the federal judges Bench 
Warmers which is in ballantine paperback. The stuff on the 
D. C. court of appeals was very good.as far as a lay man can 
decipher the crap. He mentions a couple of the good old boys 
that gave you trouble and I assume you read it. 

Dere crazy books are appearing. 

I have received your recent material on the court proceedings. 

Give my regards to all and a special hug for Miss J. C. Lesar. 

Dave 
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